Corporate Quick Pay Consumer Email Structure

*Initial E-mail – New User*

1. **Client Logo**
2. Consumer-facing **Payment Issuer Name**
3. **Company Contact Information** for any consumer inquiries related to payment, which can be either of the following:
   a. 10-digit phone number
   b. URL
   c. Email
4. **Client-designated Description**
   a. During implementation, client can define up to 10 fields (30 characters maximum length) to describe payment, i.e. refund, rebate, etc.
5. Displays up to 3 of up to 25 **Custom Remittance Fields** that client defines during implementation
6. Displays date payment will expire based on the **Payment Validity** period that client defines during implementation, i.e. 5, 10, 15 (up to 99) days